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About This Game

"To find yourself in a new, unknown world - it's like standing face-to-face with a monster. And so many forget: to that world, they
are just as much of a monster." - the Curator.

During the New Year's Eve, the curator of a mansion built on the outskirts of a town invites his protege and her friends to
celebrate the New Year together. He gives her an unusual gift. The gift that is never meant to be opened. And only a powerful

mage such as her can keep it shut. It and what it holds within. At least, that's what the Curator thought...

D'LIRIUM is an experimental 2D-shooter with the elements of a horror game. The game brings together some mechanics back
from 90s classics, such as a search for the keys, non-linear levels and a lot of other things. Moreover, the game contains a lot of

experimental tricks, such as random events, non-traditional controls for a shooter game, etc.
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Title: D'LIRIUM
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
B52 Development Team
Publisher:
B52 Development Team
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel® Core™2 Duo E8400

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek High Definition Audio

Additional Notes: Required K-Lite Codec Pack

English,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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I loved Beat Hazard but wasn't a hardcore fan though it was cult for me as a play-your-music game. I wasn't waiting anytime
soon or ever for a sequel so I was surprised to see it coming soon (some days ago) and because I love playing my musics I
bought it, btw the price is really fair.
So in the end, I don't regret it at all, same vibe as the first one but with everything better, it works better, it looks better, it
removed some things i didn't like as the multiple level up giving only one perk unlock in the first game and the volume option
that makes you not hear the song at the beginning and when you eventually die by a color one.
Also i write this as it just came up on Steam as Early Access, and it is really stable. So it will just get better and better with the
time, I can't wait.
So yeah in the end, BIG BIG thumbs up for this, it's a sequel I didn't know I needed ;). This game is epic, it is the most fun for
your money. The game play is great. Starting the game can be quite hard as you must avoid all pirates but as the game goes on it
becomes more and more fun as you battle through the story. go for mods to start then buy a new ship later. Definitely a good
game for those of you who like sci fi like star trek and for those of you who like running your own station and
micromanagement of crew memebers. A decent rpgmaker game that is worth playing to the end , has tons of branching options ,
simple rpg concept and average grinding.
According to the dev a revamp version should be out sometime later but the story is good enough to playthrough once , game
does crash during long plays so be sure to keep saving.

Wish it had better music and a map. i find it an ok game has couple bugs but other then that i am finding it good i bought some
diamonds to help. You poor, poor robot.

Abe the real victim here :(. Its a good game yes, what would make it better is better graphics and mechanics
thats really it but its fun!
So yes I do recommend it good game and doesnt deserve the mostly negative
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Super Smash Bros clone with Indie characters is an awesome concept ruined by probably the SINGLE WORST UI and menu
design I have ever seen. The menus are unintuitive and completely butt ugly and the music is really off key and annoying. Full
controller support in this game means using your gamepad like the slowest most inaccurate computer mouse you've ever seen.
Tiny unreadable blurry fonts and icons that look more puked up than designed. Just trying to start a game is like opening a copy
of war and peace. Then you realise that you've set up both players as CPUs ... I mean what kind of a game lets you actually do
that? This game is so completely full of bugs that restarting crashes just about every time. OK, its probably great that someone
has probably learned to use Unity while building this but I find it plain ridiculous that money is actually being charged for it (I
actually traded to get it). This seems a bit more your demolish and rebuild than do-er upper. It's a shame because this is a game
that I'd really want to play .... Play this game. It is Conan incarnate! Bring doom upon the sons of Set, as you were meant!. After
1.4.0.2 build, it works!!

I will soon rewrite my review.. Heroes Of Arca is a game genres of RPG And Turn-Based strategy.
The game is very beautiful and done wonderfully.
A touching, fairy tale story about the adventures of a young girl.
I really enjoy the turn-based battles and the different ways you can use your troops.
It takes a while to really get into as it's a fairly difficult game, but once you do, it's really something else. If you're craving
tactical strategy with a hint of RPG, this is definitely your game.
This game is really quite charming - cute colorful graphics, nice animations - but also fairly challenging.
Just be forewarned. But still a fantastic game. Highly, highly recommended if you like tactical stuff.

. Still broken! Stay away!. Very good sequal to the WW series. Was in tears, joy, and felt very sentimental reading this. Get your
tissues people. You are in for a long ride.. I love this game <3. super fun great for a bunch of ppl playing at the same time. I
expected "The Club" cyber fps and got broken garbage.

Update 1.4.1:

Gameplay changes. Update #3 (version 0.9):
The main changes in this update are revamped wizard enemies found in the later levels, implementation of new weather effects
to add some atmosphere variety to the starting levels and "multipick" to make picking of throwing weapons easier. In the
following updates we will probably focus on adding new bosses to the game.

New features

 There can be rainy or stormy weather in the forest and courtyard levels.

 Multipick - when picking a throwing weapon all nearby throwing weapons of the same type are picked together.

 New Necromancer and Wizard enemies which replace the old broken lich enemy.

 Necromancer - summons demonic skeletons, throws balls of bones, teleports away when attacked.

 Wizard - throws meteors on nearby heroes, fires fan of fireballs, teleports away when attacked.

 New holy water potion - removes single random curse.

Fixes and changes

 Crank is now a curse. Crank drops health at a slower rate.

 Firecrackers boots recharges after 10 seconds (instead of 7).

 Wooden chests don't play fanfare when opened. Fixed fanfare which sometimes played twice in multiplayer.
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 Golden Magic Banana - Only one banana peel is spawned on a critical hit.

 Flying carpet ignores banana peels and doesn't trigger breakable bridge tiles.

 Enemies trapped in a dwarven contraption device take damage periodically.

 Enemies with shields trapped in dwarven contraption device or frozen do not block melee hits anymore.

 Torturer spawns proper head sprites when decapitated or gibbed.

 Offhand items: slower recharge of mana (especially for the decoy).

 Burn and poison effects of items are slightly stronger.

 Schnaps hits for only 1 hp now.

. Version 1.2.0 (17 December 2014):
New big update available now!

The first big thing is a brand new shelter!
From now on, each time you begin your story, you'll have a chance to start in the new building.

The second new feature is the choice of the starting group of characters.
You will have bigger influence on shaping your story of civilians in war, making it more challenging or even giving it a totally
new perspective. Please keep in mind that you have to play at least once to unlock this option.

Improvements and tweaks:

Some locations were enhanced

Some animations were improved

NPC behaviors were improved

---------------------------------------------------------

Fixes and balancing:

Fixed screen resolution and refresh rate detection problem, which caused black screen and / or computer freeze on
Windows

Fixed black screen issue on Linux and OSX 10.6.8

Improved game stability based on crashdumps sent by players

Fixed a bug with blocked container icons in the shelter

Fixed a bug with blocked access to crafting menu (icon disappearing or not responding)

Fixed a bug with the civilian becoming stuck in cover after being shot

Fixed a bug with wrong number of civilians in the shelter simultaneously
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Extremely exhausted civilian will now lay on the floor instead of standing blocked after returning from scavenge

The civilian who went to help neighbours on the last day of the war will now have a proper description in the epilogue

Crafting cancel will return some of the resources now

Civilians or NPCs should no longer pass through closed doors during a fight

Eating Raw Food and Vegetables together is now equal to eating a cooked meal or canned food

Quality Rollups price was fixed

. cat notebook iii:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vQCTcJcHFU. Update 1.413.180715:
Based on the feedback we collected, we fix some known minor issues.

Enjoy The Vagrant!
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